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By Carl Wirschin1

Restaurant
Decision
To Stand

Editor
Th e B o a r-d o f T r u s t e e s
questioned and listened; and one
member, Mary Wilson, delivered a
speech concerning the proposed
restaurant in the PUB. They took no
action however, so the Billings
Brothers final hurdle will be the
Washington State Liquor Control
Board.
Few opponents to the restaurant
attended the meeting. This was
because they thought the board
would not let the proposal go by unchallenged, according to Dr. Elyn R.
Hasse, speaking for the Cheney
Concerned Citizens Group.
He complained the facility as approved is really a tavern. The
change of the name to a restaurant,
he contended, was merely semantic.
He alo said the board was establishing a dangerous precedent in
the state.
Showalter Complains
" I feel that this is wrong,"
declared Tom Showalter, owner of
Showalter's Hall, Cheney; and unsuccessful bidder for the PUB facility.
He said he thought students
would lose money· on the deal. He

also said it represented a move by
the college against private enterprise.
Bill Billings Responds
Countering Showalter's remarks,
Bill Billings said, "I think and believe
competition is good for business.
Business breeds business whether
it is here or downtown."
The restaurant will seat 80 to
100 persons; features pizza and
sandwiches as well as beer and
wine; allow minors to enter, though
loitering will be prohibited; and
employ 20 to 30 students in parttime jobs.
Wilson Speaks
Wilson, who had announced her
opposition to the restaurant at the
last board meeting, appeared to
change her position.
"I do not feel that when we are
talking about the needs of the
students we should be limiting
those needs to academic life," she
said.
Stating her concern has always
been for the students' life, she
added, "I am extremely interested
in the availability here of areas
where the students can fraternize
as human beings, which to me is
certainly as important as their
academic life here."

Shuck's Report
Pres i dent Emerson Shuck
reported to the board student
enrollment for Winter Quarter was
higher than expected, wh ich
presaged well for the college.
Shuck also warned the board the
governor's budget request could
hurt the college in the 1975-77
biennium. The budget, if approved
· by the legislature, would curtail all
public service programs and
research programs, such as the Artists and Lecture Series and t he
Primate Center, Shuck said.
He told the board the college will
attempt to work with the state
Council on Higher Education and the
Governor's staff to help rectify the
situation.
Affirmative Action
Board vice-chairperson, Jerome
Page, presented the Affirmative Action report for the college which has
been in preparation for one and a
half years.
He said he hoped the report
would · be adopted by March. Two
meetings will be held on campus
Feb. 4 and Feb. 20 to discuss the
report.
Both meetings are open to the
public though no specific time or
place has been set.

"All the news that's print to fit.'.'
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Membership In NSA Approved By AS Leg.
With John Sanchez voting no and
Speaker Gary Nisker abstaining, the
AS Legislature Monday voted to join
the National Student Association
(NSA) at a yearly cost of $150.
The NSA is an association of student bodies and works in conjunction with a national lobby. Debate to
join had been going on for three
weeks prior to Monday's vote.
Political Movement
In opposing membership
Sanchez declar~d it was a political
movement that decides the position
of students. H~ said, "Once we
become a memoer we will receive
directives on how to respond to certain issues."
Sanchez added the information

would still be available if they (the
Legislature) didn't join, and said, "It
would best be servedif we don't join
because there are no earth shaking
events before us."
In reply to Sanchez's objections,
Legislator Roger Sandon noted the
NSA upheld rights students already
had.
Sandon said Eastern is faced
with certain issues that would
benefit from membership in .the
organization. He added, "If all
colleges took the stance that they
should join only when they needed
to, then there would be no NSA."
Examples Outlined
Legislator Jim Green declared
the student services and activities

fees problem, pushing for a student don't dictate."
member of the Board of Trustees,
Brandt then pointed out a hassle
and the Isle Memorial Bonds would the NSA is now involved in at the
all be assisted by NSA resources.
University of Oregon with regard to
SUBOC Chairman, Dennis student fees. He explained student
Brandt, concurred by asking, "What control of those fees was taken
is going to convince the Board of away from students and a fight is
Trustees to accept a student going on to get control back.
member?"
1
' Someone Out There"
Brandt answered his own question by saying the NSA would show
Sanchez, still opposed, pointed
a case derived from sim ilar out, "We are still being directed by
situations and offer it to the someone out there instead of using.
Associated Students for presenta- our own means to solve our
tion.
problems."
Brandt went on to state the NSA
He said AS president ( Pat
was a political movement- "that's Hayes) is capable of putting forth a
how they get their power," he said. case, and the " glories" and
He added, "they poll colleges to get " rewards" earned would be our
feeling on certain subjects, they own, not the NSA's.
Legislator Bob Saling, responding, said if such is the case why
not put all issues before our
students, because we as a body are
directing.
Salil)g pointed out the AS payroll
ball field, snow per mitting.
Interested parties are asked to
bring whatever equipment they can,
but a certain number of innertubes
will be available.
The final event will be a semiformal dance Friday- from 9 p.m. to
midnight, with music by the " New
Deal Rhythm Band." It will cost $1
for single people and $1.50 fo,
couples.

Festival Starts Next Week
Winter Festival Week starts Monday with a basketball game here
against Simon Frazier, but the really
big events for all the amatuer
athletes on campus get underway
Wednesday.
Seven contests are scheduled for
Wednesday with pizza, pizza, and
still more pizza being given away to
the lucky prize winners.
A snow sculpturing contest will
begin at 9 a.m. behind Kennedy
Library. All Michelangelo's will have
until 2:30 p.m. to carve their
masterpieces and at that time the
judging will commence. First prize in
this contest will be a 16 inch pizza,
second prize will be a 14 incher.
At noon the accuracy snowball
throw will begin. Three pizzas of 12,
10 and 8 inches will be given to the
highest three finishers.
A team innertube race will start
at 1 p.m. Three people must pull the
tube will two ride on it. Only one
prize for this event, a 16 incher.
At 2 p.m. the 10 person tug-ofwar will commence. A special surprise prize has been arranged for
this event.
Two snow show races are also

scheduled for Wednesday. At 12:30
p.m. there will be a snow shoe
sprint. And yes, a 10 and 12 inch
pizza will be given away.
A relay snow shoe race is slated
for 1:30 p.m. Teams of four will
compete for a secret prize. We can't
say what it is but it measures 16 inches.
Those wishing to enter the
Wednesday Carnival events may
sign up in the AS office until noon
Monday. There is no entry fee, the
prizes are being furnished c:.urtesy
of the Cheney Pizza Haven. Anyone
can enter and late entries will be
accepted up until the time of the
contest.
Wednesday night will feature a
wheelchair basketball game in the
Fieldhouse. The Spokane Easter
Seal Team is challenging a team
comprised of Cheney's high school
teachers and businessmen.
The half-time of the game will be
marked by the participation of the
audience in a contest for prizes.
Sledding Pary
Thursday evening at 7 there will
be a sledding party behind the foot-

had already been fattened at this
meeting and "now we are quibbling
over $150." He said the AS could
use the NSA for ideas on how to cut
that s~me payroll.
Pestrin El.ected
In fill_
ing the vacated position of
Speaker Pro-Tern, the Legislature
approved Vic Pestrin over Roger
Sandon by a 4-3 margin.
The position was vacant as a
result of Stephen Taufen's resignation due to failure to maintain normal degree progress.
In ot he r matters t he AS
Legislature took these actions:
- Appointed John Overton as
Director of Elections.
- Passed two bills calling for
paid posi tions- AS Legislative
Clerk and Superior Cou rt Clerk.
- Noted the resignation of Pa t
Hayes from the Student Services
and Activities Fees Committee.

IK Booksale
Ends Monday
Anyon e who has not
received his or her books or
money from the Intercollegiate
Knights (IK's) used Booksale
has until Monday at 1 p.m. to
claim them, accnrding to Bob
Saling, IK president.
Saling said to contact the
IK's stake a note to the PUB
Post Office, Box 739. Include
name, address, t elephone
number and receipt numb~rs
from the card.

....
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CONTEMPLATING HIS GAVEL at the Monday AS legislature meeting,
Speaker Gary Nisker weighs the arguments for and against joining the
National Student Association. The l egislature voted to join the student lob·
by. (PHOTO: Rich Roddy)
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Letters To The Editor

eastemer
editorial
RA's Role Explo ed
By Carl Wirsching
Editor
Most of the tips received by The Easterner in r sponse to the Rip Off a
Narc article last week concerned Residence Hall A sistants. If they were all
checked out and verified it might lead to a page o pictures of many ~A's.
Instead, The Easterner has arranged to hold round table discussion
with Al Ogden, disciplinary officer; Daryl Harie, vice-president of student
services; Barney lssel, campus police cheif, Mariarne Hall, associate' dean
of student services; and several Residence Hall Assistants.
The purpose of the round table will be to discust analyze and determine
the responsibilities, duties, benefits and guidelin~ RA's operate under.
The meeting will also delve into the proced res used to bust dorm
residents for the use of marijuana. Several dor residents have bitter
feelings towards RA's and several RA's feel they have been misrepresented.
~
.
In next week's The Easterner that meeting will be reported. Hopefully 1t
will clear up the picture of RA's, the use of mariju na and life in the dorms.
In addition, The Easterner will launch its first annual student poll on drug
use and attitudes. The results of the poll will also bb published in the paper.
In the mean time we continue the Rip Off a ~arc program.
We request those persons having informatio} regarding possible narcotics agents operating on this campus to come orward. We do not want
information concerning RA's unless they would b. employees of a county,
state or federal organization operating as narco ics agents.
We wish to thank those who did come in andJvolunteer information. It
has been quite helpful.
.
Remember, Rip Off a Narc before he rips off ou or someone you love.

Read For Your ife

By Jeff Lorello
Managing Editor
I
Perhaps some of you have seen a sign on a b~'lboard or a bus that said
''Read For Your Life", or come across an i~struct r ~xhorting the virtues of
reading. Do you take heed? Well, the feeling he 1s that you do not, and
frankly we are puzzled.
.
Each week we do an "In My Opin(on" column P.n some national or local
issue which we feel, as students, residents of Ea tern should be concerned
1
with. Sometimes we are aghast at the results. J
Last Monday we hit the floors of t~e PU.B wi~h a question we felt was
quite relevant and important, especially 1n thr dry wash left by the
Watergate Scandal: Do you think State Sena~9r Mardesich .sh?uld step
aside as Senate Majority Leader because of his Grand Jury indictment?
Some of the answers: Who? What? I don't kriow anything about it. No
comment, I'm not familiar with it. Say What? I
Considering Mardesich is one of the most ppwerful men in our state
senate, considering he was indicted for accepting kick~a~ks, and considering his refusal to step aside, we were ready for some 1u1cy responses.
No chance.
I
Or take for instance a previous question cbncerning the Watergate
defendents being set free. We actually met a nu1 ber of students who did
not know who McGruder, Dean or Kalmbach w s. Honest.
Our puzzlement is twofold. First, being journa ists, we can't conceive of
people not being informed on events that sh pe their lives. Secondly,
perhaps more valid, we find it hard to believe c llege students, that great
mass of vital, educated young people, dedicated to changing the world, do
not know what's happening.
.
Claiming "no interest" boggles the mind. Wh t is to be discussed w1~h
classmates? Classes? That's fine and dandy for chool but after all there 1s
a real world out there. What is going to happen while you are standing in
line for food stamps and someone asks you ab9ut t_
he merits of PLO? Are
you going to think he's talking about some AS C?f.m1ttee? Or what happens
during a break at a concert when the person s1frng next to you _asks your
opinion about the communist offensive in VietnJam? Are you going to say
you thought that war ended in 1973?
Sources of news are all around us. Newspapf rs -are cheap, never more
than a quarter. Radios seem to be everywhere W
f go. Televisions? everyone
has access to a tube. However, if you read the comics then chuck the paper,
turn the tube off at 6 o'clock, and switch frequenbes when radio news comes on, the flow of information is aborted.
It should be understood we are neither for n r against apathy (our motto). But we also feel if one is going to be apathet cone should at least be informed on what one is apathetic toward.

f

To "oil," I can only say it's your
fault. You have wasted it, you must
now pay the price of sacrifice.
As for the Middle-east? There is
so much talk by high officials, people who know first hand information, people that have studied the
stiuation in depth reports, that the
Middle-East oil has no pertinence to
the economy- which is contrary to
what oil companies and Mr.
Kissinger say to be.
Who is right? I side with the people that the oil from the Middle-East
will not save our economy and the
impending extreme fuel shortage. I
Dear Editor,
side with them because their conBefore I write what I feel I must, clusion is humane.
please excuse me for a
It carries compassion, sacrifice
moment ... .CHOMP! CHOMP! of self, hope in the individual,
CHOMP! ... GULP! ... BURP!, oops, wisdom and not some pseudoexcuse me...
intellectual vision perpetrated by a
Now, where was I? Ah yes, I cJpatalistic sham. As for Mr.
remember. Sir, I feel that I must Kissinger, I think his era is over.
apologize ·tor my comment printed
I remember what he once said
on your "In My Opinion" section of about Mr. Nixon when asked for a
The Easterner, Jan. 9. I would like to personal opinion on the then presimake it clear that I have eaten my . dent. Mr. Kissinger said that he
words, and not just literally!
thought Mr. Nixon a mediocre
I want to thank the reporter con- thinker but with a high caliber in
du ct i ng the questionnaire for human understanding.
making my self-soul-cleansing task
We know Mr. Nixon. And, we can
of eating my words easy. Ninety- see that Mr. Kissinger is wrong. His
eight per cent of the words printed recent disagreements with conwere his. The "absolutely no" were gress on what is the best policy to
mine.
follow in the Middle-East has
In clearing my position, assumed produced one of the grayest shades
from those words printed, I would of rhetoric on the topic.
like to attempt to answer the quesIn retrospect, the past presidents
tion and set myself straight with talked that way, as if hiding
1
your readers.
something, or having to conceal
It is apparent to me that the something for the good of the peoquestion is impossible to answer ple. To Mr. Kissinger I can only say
fully in such a small amount of that his decision will be our decision
words. It requires a good 500-1,000 and not his alone.
words; at least, I think so. But since
This letter I am prompted to
I must be brief, this is how I sum- write because of a recent article in
marize the question: War, Oil, "Psychology Today" stating that
Kissinger.
Americans are preparing for war,
These, I think, are the relevant and by the statement of Mr. Keith
issues. To "war", I say NO! NO! NO! Quincy, instructor in Political
I am a Viet-Vet; and I hope that I am Science, in you "In My Opinion" secthe last of the fools that go by the tion.
name of "veterans."
Mr. Quincy's rhetoric, in his
All letters to the editor will
be printed,· space being
available. We reserve the
right to edit the letters,
though this will be done only
to make the letters conform
to our style, i.e., punctuation,
paragraphing, etc.
We request all letters be
typewritten, double-spaced
and no longer than two
pages.

War, Oil, Kissingeri

words, is "justifiable, under the circumstances;" but the fact that he
could, "see the U.S: spearheading
an attack," and this coming from a
man in an authoritative position distresses me. God Damn It.! No More
War!
Sincerely
Marquez Ovido Hernandez

Rip·Off a Narc
Dear Editor,
In reference to your ad "Rip Off a
Narc" in last week's paper, I have a
few questions, namely:
1) Are narcotics agents, "out to
destroy people's lives"?
2) Who supplies the money for
the "cash reward"?
3) What restricts, "this program
(from being) used for personal
grudges"?
4) Do you mean, "a college campus should be a free and open
place," for the use of drugs?
5) Does "love" mean the encouragement of pot use?
M. E. Knauss
Junior, Philosophy

. Ed Note: Narcotics agents who
bust people for smoking pot do
damage to the person's life,
sometimes irreparable. The money
offered as a reward comes out of
my pocket, it is not Easterner
money. Our judgement prevents
people from using the program to
get even with people. No, we do not
think Eastern should be free and
open for the use of drugs; it should
be open and free of narcotics
agents. If you had read the article
more closely you would have read,
..We do not advocate the use of
marijuana or any other drug...".
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''I have consulted with the Congress...and the vote was 135 to 100, with 300 abstaining, that I am not wishywashy."
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In My Opinion: Senator Tainted?
Do you think State Senator
Mardesich should step aside as
Senate Majority Leader because of
his grand jury indictment?

Mary Mcfaul
Junior Biology
I don't know enough about it. No
comment.

Leanne Long
Junior-Undeclared
Yes. I figure if people think he's
done wrong he sould should
relinquish his post until it's proved
one way or another.

r

Harris Teo
Sophomore-Business
Yes. Until the case is disposed of
one way or another. His preoccupation with his defense would be
detrimental to the discharge of his
duties as Majority Leader.

Chris Brown
Freshman-Sociology
Yes. Because his public image is
tainted. Generally, when they issue
an indictment t hey have the facts to
back it up.

Criime Check

False Alarm on.Pot Party Reported
Roy Gray, second floor RA in
Morrison Hall complained to Campus Safety Jan. 14, "he had some
marijuana smoking in Morrison," according to the report.
When the officers arrived Gray
told them he ..had knocked on the
door, but no one answered. The officers knocked on the door three
times with no answer.
Gray opened the door with his
master key. No occupants were in
the room. No search was made of
the room according to the report.

Art Awards
The Washington State Arts Commission is seeking nominations of
artists and other individuals,
educational institut i ons,
organizations and business firms
who have made significant contributions to the advancement of
the arts in Washington . .
These Governor's Arts Awards,
given annually, cover the visual,
preforming and literary arts.
Persons or organizatiqns interested in submitting nominations
should request an official nomination form from the Arts Commission
at 1151 Black Lake Blvd., Olympia,
Wash. 98504.
Nominatio_ns will be accepted until Feb. 7.

Bill Daniels
Sophomore-Undeclared
Yes. He's avoiding paying taxes
to the state as a representative of
the people. He is going to pay a lot
more attention to his case than his
duties to the people and as Majority
Leader.

Jonna than Joseph had $1 ,950
worth of traveler's checks taken
from his Pearce Hall room Jan. 13.
Fifty dollars were stolen from
a purse left in a locked office in the
Art Building Jan. 13.
Myrna Hardt, a Pearce Hall resident, reported to Campus Safety
Jan. 13 the rear window of her car
was broken.
The officer t hought it was
broken, "apparently due to the
weather; since nothing was found in
or near the car that could have been

used."
Hardt reported the following day
that she found a crow bar under the
sea t that was not hers. The hub
caps were also gone.
A garbage sack thrown on a car
parked in the Dressler Hall service
drive Jan. 17 was the apparent
cause of the car's broken windshield
according to the Campus Safety
report.
A wooden planter valued at $50
was stolen from Cheney Hall during
the night Jan. 16.

Chuck Moser
Junior-Industrial Technology
He should at least stand aside
temporarily until the case is settled.
After Watergate we've seen enough
people in high places get into trouble. People in power should not
have the power if there is any
question about it at all.

What's Happening

"Feiffer's People" 7:30 p.m., College Theater. "The Best of
the 2nd Annual New York Erotic Film Festival", 3 p.m., PUB.
Free dance, "Ripper", 9 p.m. to midnight, PUB. "Feiffer's
Peoole", 7:30 p.m., College Theater.
Saturday:
"Feiffer's People", 7:30 p.m., College Theater.
Monday: "Photo Graphics: George Eastman House exhibit, EWSC Art
Gallery.
Tuesday: "Contemporary Ceramics", Free Public Lecture, 11 a.m.,
Showalter Auditorium.
Nostalgic Film Series - "It Happened One Night"
"Night after Night", and "Newsreel of the Past."
"Photo Graphics, EWSC Art Gallery.
Wednesday: Photo Graphics, EWSC Art Gallery.

Tomorrow:

'
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A BROKEN WINDSHIELD resulted when someone decided to use this Toronado as a garbage dump. The incident
was reported to Campus Police Friday. The car was parked in the Dressler Hall service drive. (PHOTO: Don Mel,.
tyre)
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DISPLAY

A qttality, electriomic calculator
from l exas lnstrl!Jmer,ts.

The 12-character (8-digit mantissa. 2 si gns. 2 -d ig it
exponent) light-em itting d iod e d isplay is clearly
visible from either hand-held or desk -top o peration.
The readout shows all numerals, float ing decimal .
negative signs, calcu lation overflow and e rro r
indications. The calculator w ill display posit ive and
negative numbers as large as 9.9999999 x 101"' and
as small as 1.0000000 10 118- nearly a 200 decade
range.

1

iCOLLEGE
BOOKSTORE''

SMALL,

POWER SOURCE

An easy-to- use portable repla cement for the c lassical
slide rule, the SR- 10 calc ulator comes with ·a
protect ive carrying c ase o f quality vinyl material. .

The SR-10 elec t ronic calculator contains th ree
NiCad, fast-charge batter ies (standard AA s ize) t hat
provide 4-6 hou rs of continuous use before
recharging is requ ired . The AC Adapter/ Charger
(included) will recharge t he batteries f rom
normal house c urrent i n about 3 hours.

KEYBOARD
Th e keyboard consi sts of 10 digi t keys plus decimal
point and 12 function keys. All keys are single
f unction for simple p rob lem entry. In addition to the
standard four functions o f addition. subtraction,
mu lt iplication and d ivision . ot her SR - 10 calcu lation
capabilities include re ciproca ls ( 1/ x) . squares (x 1 ) ,
square root ( Vx). ch ange sign ( 1-/ - ), sci en tifi c no tati o n
(EE ), automati c conversio n to scientific notation
when 8-diglt m antissa overf lows , and mixed
calculations. Data may be entered In f ree fo rm .
th at Is floatin g poin t , scientifi c notation o r any
co mbin at ion o f the tw o.

SPECIFICATIONS

The SR-10 calculator automati cal ly turns off t he
display, except for the character in the fa r right d igit
posit ion of the mant issa. approximately 15 to 60
seconds after the last key is p ressed. T his stand by
mode conserves battery power during non- use. The
results o f the last calcula t ion w ill be restored to
the d isplay u nd isturbed if the = key is pressed .
To bring back an ent ry or partial en try for view ing,
press the d ecimal point key.

Readout: Texas Instruments manufactured 10-d,glt,
2 sign, light-omitting diode display
Etectronlcs : Texas Instruments man ufactured MOS/ LSI
calculator-on-a-chip integrated circuit and other

solid-state components.
Overflow: [ sign on display indicates positive
calculati on overflow. Division by zero causes positive
calculati on overflow. E Indicates negative calculation
overflow.

•• ·1

N egative Sign : Mi nus sign appears on display to indicate

true value - negative or positive.
Power Source : Three replaceable NiCad batteries (AA size)

that can be recharged hundreds of times are pro1.11ded.
AC Adapter/ Charger inpu t 115 volts/60 Hz or 220,volts/ SO Hz.
UL and CSA listed.
Size : 6 .3" x 3.1" x . 75" to 1.5"
Included : Calculator, adapter/charge r, carrying case and
ow.ner's manual
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Bookstore Committee Reports

.

Discount In Jeopardy
By Colleen McFarland
News Writer

.> '

ROBERT JOHNSON, director of the Eastern Washington Gallery of Art, discusses his .budget request at Monday's Legislature meeting. (PHOTO: Rich
Roddy)

As Legislature Funds
Art, Music Programs
Two requests from the Music
Theatre and the Art Gallery for
supplemental funds were unanimously approved by the AS
Legislature at its Monday meeting.
The requests were a budget
allocation for the Eastern Music
Theatre's production "Man of La
Mancha" and funds to enable the
Art Gallery to continue its program
of exhibits for the remainder of the
year.

for the musical.
Proposals brought up during the
meeting were: charging 50 cents
admisssion and AS funding $300;
charging no admission and funding
$500; or not funding at all.
After much discussion it was
agreed the AS would fund $400,
and all students would be admitted
free . The production will be
presented on campus Feb. 27, 28,
March 1, 5, 6, and 7.

Music Request

Art Request

At the Finance Committee
meeting Jan. 14, John Duenow,
director of Eastern's Music Theatre,
initially requested $500 for the upcoming musical. He said the money
would provide a student payroll for
th ree stage technicians and one accompanist because of the extensive
set and musical preparation needed

Robert Johnson, director of the
Eastern Gallery of Art, presented
the other request. He said he
needed $400 to cover costs of
freighting, renting, and printing of
ihe exhibits to be shown this winter
ancf spring quarter. The finance
committee recommended funding
$300 to help keep the Gallery open.

Re-establishment of the textbook
discount for Spring Quarter and the
possibility of a student boycott were
the main topics discussed at
Wednesday 's meeting of the
Bookstore Advisory Committee.
Money, .Money, Money
Focusing committee sights on
finances, Vice President for
Academic Affairs, Phillip Marshall,
believes it may not be financially
feasible to continue the bookstore
discount. "Everybody involved out
here," said Marshall, "is on the
same side. We all like to offer books
at the lowest possible price, but
there are operation costs that must
be covered."
In a report jointly composed by
Bookstore Business Manger, Jerry
Douglas; Director of Auxiliary Enterprises, . Fred Heineman; and
Marshall identification of major
problem areas was cited as the first
step towards solving the problem.
The intent of the report, according to Marshall, was to identify
those departments which are the
significant contributors to the
problem of textbook returns and
ordering.
From the Bookstore's point of
view, according to Douglas, an
acceptable level of books to be
returned to publishers would be approximately five per cent of the
total available 20 per cent at the
beginning of the quarter. Similarly,
not over 20 per cent should be
"over-ordered" for use in future
quarters.
He explained the textbooks un·
der the category, "returned to
publisher," result in a direct out-of.
pocket cost for the campus
bookstore, while those which are
unsold and held for future quarters
effect the required inventory and
cash flow.
-Additional Costs Forecast
A $3 a barrel import tax on oil
may result in an estimated 25 per
cent freight surcharge. This import
tax may affect postal service, too,

Speaker Pro-Telill lesigns Post
Stephen Tauten, Speaker ProTem. AS Legislature, resigned Jan.
16 after failing to maintain Normal
Degree Progress.
Normal Degree Progress,
cov ered in Section 4 of the
Legislature's Constitution, requires
each individual running for office to
have completed 24 credit hours in
the last two consecutive quarters
and continue to maintain at least 10
hours per quarter. New students,
however, are exempt from the

previous requirement of 24 credit
hours.
Revision Urged
Tauten has urged change in the
requirement. In his case, he attributed his failure to maintain the
requirement on illness during Fall
Quarter. He further stated his
resignation was in no way con nected with performance of duties,
once recovered from being ill.
According to Tauten , the

Student Fees Discussed
Deterrl'lination of the Services
and Activities Fees budget was the
issue in question at a recent
meeting between AS President Pat
Hayes and administration members.
Board of Tru stees (B OT )
members scheduled to be present
were absent because of personal
reasons.
Spending the $52.50 allotted
from tuition for services and activities goes through a long ladder
whose decisive wrung lies not with
the students but with the Board of
Trustees.
Hayes suggested final approval
of the fees budgeting should be
made by the AS Legislature, not the
Board.
The majority of the fees goes
towards paying for dormatory bonds
which Hayes questioned as being

either a student service or activity.
The rest of the money funds
various groups and organizations
and pays the mortgage on the
Pence Union Building.
Secretary of the BOT, Ken Dolan,
stated if any change in the fee was
to be made it would have to go to
the Wa shington State Attorney
General for final determination.
Vice-president of Student Services, Daryl Hagie, foresaw a tuition
raise as the only probable solution
in getting more money into the fees
budget.
Any change in the fees budgeting
will have to wait until a final deter·
mi nation.
As Hagie pointed out, "that could
take anywhere from five days to
five months."

requirements tend to eliminate
from consideration all those in·
dividuals who suffer a setback in
their education for one quarter. This
is quite a normal occurance for any
student at least once in his college
career, Tauten said.
He also feels it may be beneficial
to the legislature to have students
involved in government for longer
durations to ensure a carry-over
from year-to-year of experience.
He contended some of the· most
versatile, active, and vaulable in·
dividuals involved in AS Government do not hold Normal Degree of
Progress. In fact, said Tauten, only
17 per cent of the regular student
body maintained the required
degree of progress.
Another Vacancy
David Hastings, Position 12,
resigned from the AS Legislature
Jan. 15.
Ha stings, Hi story Education
Major, wished to concentrate on
graduation and felt he did not have
time to devote to AS this year.
He explained "I've been act1ve
several years in legislature. A person must be able to devote all of
their time, 110 per cent, to AS. If
they can't, they shouldn't get in·
volv'ed."
Elections Scheduled
Primary elections for positions 6·
10, 12, and 14 will be held Jan. 29
and General elections will be held
Feb. 5.

because mail often comes in by student factions have been planning
freight. Heineman said the ad· an "organized" student boycott of
ditional freight charges and higher the campus bookstore. These
postal rates will hurt bookstore students believe they will be able to
financing.
obtain books needed from other
"New Trend"
sources, such as Gonzaga and
In the last six months1 there has WSU, to get around purchasing
been a noticeable trend away from anything from the campus
bookstore.
discounts, according to Heineman.
Heineman advised Nisker that
Two of the largest universities in
the country, the University of In- unless those sources supplying ad·
diana and Ohio State, were cited by ditional books for EWSC's student
Heineman as examples of in· body are given two months advance
stitutions recently discontinuing notice, they will not have enough
texts for their students and ours,
thefr bookstore discounts.
In the last two years, the Universi- too.
ty of Indiana has lost approximately
Solutions Sought
$900,000, according to Heineman.
In searching for grounds for comTheir bookstore, which handles an promise, other alternatives were
a~e~age of $5 million a year, suggested.
.
eliminated their entire discount
Heineman felt the current disprogram. Inflationary increases in count practices at Washington
prices, Heineman said, was the State's Bookstore were worth
chief reason for their losses.
examination by the Bookstore ComBoycott
mittee. WSU closes out their books
Committee Chairman, Gary for: the year, taking inventory and
Nisker, pointed out to other figuring overhead, and then gives a
members of the committee that rebate to students who've kept all
their receipts.
Marshall suggested chargning
"'
costs of returned books over the
specified five per cent estimate to
the
academic departments respon,
sible as an operating cost rather
than
the bookstore absorbing the
During an AS Superior Court
costs.
meeting at 5 p.m. Tuesday,
It could cut costs also, according
Chief Justice Pat O'Donell
to
Marshall, if all professors
asked for nominations for a
teaching
specific classes used the
new Chief Justice.
same
book
and continued using this
Citings rumors to the effect
same text for at least one academic
that certain people wanted him
year.
He believes co-operation from
out, as Chief Justice, O'Donell
the
faculty
in this area would help
said he thought it best
immensely
in
making it possible to
someone else should take
re-instate the book discount.
over.
Justice Pat Harper was
January Success Important
nominated for the top court
The committee will be in a better
position but since he was not
position to make recommendations
present the court decided to
after they've seen the January
wait until today to formally
financial report, expected Feb. 5 or
· vote.
6.
Justice Chris Seidler
Douglas said the key to the
resigned at the meeting and
degree of success in the spring will
will formally state why some
be in the January report.
time this week.
....

Chief Justice ,,
Election Set

ofs Inn Day Care
"Supervision w.Hh Loving Care"

Snacks and lunches
DROP-INS WEIi.COME

CALL 235-4353
Corner Second & C, Cheney
Hours 7 a.m.- 6 p.m. Weekda s

Another RlpleezBEI.IEF 11 OAR KNOT

lhe Pub Cafe

ls Still Open
fAmazin' A ln't It)

CHEQ f0RE DAILY???

Sta p In & Say. ~ i!
'fhe Pub Snack Bar
Gary Hanson
Professional Food Management
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Instructors Discuss Evaluations
By Jeff Lorello
Mana1in1 Editor
In the quest for perfection,
mankind has invented the survey,
the opinion poll, the questionnaire,
and the teacher evaluation.
This last phenomenon, the
teacher evaluation, concerns both
students and faculty because a
majority of students fill them out
and promotions are based upon
them.
Promotion and Tenure
In a study done by The Easterner,
it was learned evaluations play a
major part in promotion and in most
instances are required by the
various departments.
In discussing the matter with
James Albert, Music instructor, it
was learned in his department
anybody being considered for
tenure or promotion must have
evaluations to be considered.
Albert explained his Unit Person ne I Committee looked at
evaluations of everyone being considered. He said all evaluations
were favorable which, "obviously
made us more sympathetic toward
the candidate."

been if the evaluations were un- statements made by Roger Harman
of that department.
favorable.
Harman said they are required,
George Dors, Math instructor,
declared, in his department, "as a matter of course because it's
. . J.
evaluations are required whether or
not instructors are being considered ·
for promotion.
Dors explained the idea of
evaluations prove valuable to instructors in getting "student feedback," and for the faculty to get an
idea of how their colleagues perform.
He said from his experienc~ on
an Inter Personnel Committee,

Harman

"Useful"

the only way we have to know if
students feel we are getting
across."
Harman indicated evaluations
are one of the criteria for promotion
and are one of the "most important" areas in that consideration.
Albert declared evaluations work
Dori
the other way also. He pointed out if
a department head wants to fire
"Complicated"
someone he has to have evidence
evaluations were "one of the three against him. Evaluations show
or four most important factors con- better grounds to fire he said.
sidered."
Grades and Evaluations
Robert Smith, English DepartIn response to the connection
ment, said by-laws require them so between grades and evaluations,
they are necessary in that sense. Harman said, "Students tend to
He noted th':IV are used for promo- value things they do well, so one
tion, but, ,;are not conclusive getting a better grade tends to like
enough to have a substantial the course ·more than one getting a
effect."
bad grade." He indicated
Though the Geology Department evaluations are written accordingly.
requires evaluations also, Robert
Harman also said honest
Steele of that department said they evaluations tend to be the norm.
Albert
are given weight relative to the
Dors expressed positive attitudes
amount of work put into them.
"Import.ant"
toward this area saying, "most
The Psychology Department students are mature enough to
However, Albert said he did not seems to put the most stock in write an honest and meaningful
know what the reaction would have evaluations according to evaluation if assurance is there that
results are treated with confidentiality."
But Dors did indicate occasionally there are students who play
games with evaluations.
Albert had different ideas about
grade correlation and said he didn'.t
think students try to "butter up" instructors with evaluations. He
explained if something is going
wrong, students subconsciously
look at the other guy (the instrucKingston Hall 127
: tor)
and say he is at fault.
Student Rates: $1.25 per col. inch
Smith expressed another point of
view saying, "I can't make up my
mind about that," but declared in
some instances grades expected
and evaluations correlated exactly.
Steele also noted a correlation
• between grades and evaluations.
Recommendations
All of the instructors interviewed
indicated valid recommendations
·1 were put on evaluations, but
following them was another matter
in ·some cases.
Steele said he always considers
recommendations even if, "it's the
opposite of what I am doing."
'.f '
23~·4100:
Smith said he's been "at large"
for a long time and whatever he
finds out from evaluations he
already knows.
But he cited an instance where a
I
I student
wrote he (Smith) walked
50
1 around in a cloud of cigar smoke
and could not be s.een. Smith said
he then quite smoking in class.
Dors, Albert, and Harman also indicated valid recommendations on
mannerisms and habits ranging
from "talking into a coffee mug" to
DOWNTOWN CHENEY
"talking too fast," and "standing in
I
235-6122
.
front of the blackboard."
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What are They Best For7
the instructors also seemed
divided on the question of what
classes the present forms are best
suited for.
Albert explained the f6rm now
-used is better for upper division
classes because such questions as
"How well informed is the instructor?" cannot be answered by a
freshman in an unfamiliar field.
Smith opposed this thinking
saying "It's not an important consideration. It doesn't matter what

off

With This Coupon

TOWN & cou NifRY TV

I

II
I

~------------------------~

techniques.
According to Dors, "Each
colleague has a different point of
view." He said some think they are
a complete "waste of time," while
others feel they are "worthwhile."
Steele said most of his
colleagues have "good feelings"
about evaluations, but indicated any
disagreement came about . ~it~
regard to, "what part they should
play in promotion."
Harmon declared his colleagues
thought them necessary to, "give us
the information we want."
Smith indicated in his department, there was "considerable distrust" of the evaluations because of
a "frivolous" minority of students.
Distribution
Harmon explained distribution of
evaluations is not done by instructors in his department. He said the
policy is to have another member of
the department do everythinghand out, collect, and record results.
But in the Geology Department,
"We have peen getting rather sloppy lately," according to Steele. He
said they were formerly administere~ by the secretary, but no·w

Smith

"Consider.able
Distrust."
kind of course is being evaluated,
because the student will know if
he's being well taught or not."
Smith emphasized his thinking by
saying there should be no distinctions. "If we are going to have a student voice, let's have it. Any distinction would be an attempt to control
the results."
Harman indicated all evaluations
should be treated with equal substance because background classes
are just as important. He explained
if material is clear students will say
so.
General Consensus
When asked about the feeling of
his colleagues on the subject of
evaluations, Albert replied, "We all
have to look at evaluations of the
education students feel they are
getting." He added the general
feeling was evaluations are important in · regard to teaching

Steele

"Interesting"
opportunities tor " fudging and
falsification" are present.
Albert declared in the Music
Department, secretaries administer
them, then they are taken to the
department head. He said, "instructors never deal directly with
evaluations because they can 'dummy them up' and throw away the
bad ones."

Houndog Taylor Reviewed
intermittent blasts of fast moving
boogie to restful stops of laid-back
Staff Writer
blues.
Emerging redently from
"Take Five," " Roll Your
Chicago's south side "Hound Dog
Moneyma
ke r," and " Buster's
Taylor and the Houserockers" latest
re1ease "Natural Boogie" displays Boogie" are all examples to the
the down to earth style that is fast groups tight, hard sounds on the
making them one of the most pop- album. "Sitting at Home," "Alone"
and "Sadie" are classic slow moving
ular blues attractions around.
Released by Alligator Records pieces that are highlighted with the
the album features Taylor's produc- earthy, rough vocals of Taylor.
Ever since their first release,
tive skills as well as his excellent
Hound
Dog Taylor and the House
ability on slide guitar. Brewer
Phillips' rythym guitar and Ted rockers have gained a reputation as
Harvey's drum work add to the . one of the tightest, happiest blues
albums footstomping content that groups around. This album is just,
has become the groups trademark. another taste of the kind of music
The entire recording moves from they've played for years. Naturally.

by Kevin Kennedy

f

Faculty News Notes

Tom K. Askman , assistant
professor of art, is currently participating in the Pacific Northwest
Annual Sculpture and Painting
Exhibition in the Art Pavilion at the
Seattle Fair Grounds. His entry
received third prize.
20 Artists Outstanding in Their
Field is the title of the show be be
presented in the EWSC art gallery

l

beginning Feb. 15. Tom Askman invited the 20 artists from all over the
:ountry to participate. However,
Askman will not be displaying any of
his work.
Christopher Sublett, assistant
professor of art, will present a one
man show at the University of
Idaho, Museum of Art beginning
March 4.
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Drug Test Answers, Scoring Give·n
These answers to the drug
knowledge test are supplied by the
Do It Now Foundation which has
been analyzing drugs for more than
four years.
Scoring for the test appears after
the answers.
1) a. Nitrous oxide, also known as
laughing gas, is very seldom lethal,
and is quite commonly used as a
light anesthetic. Glue containing
toluene can be quite dangerous in
theory, but scare stories regarding
this chemical have overrated its
potential for harm, at least in
moderation.
Paint usually contains any of
several much more harmful
solvents, and may even contain
poisonous lead, or poisonous wood
resins , in addition to other
petroleum distillates.
2) a. True. Carbon monoxide, the
same poisonous substance that is
also emitted from car exhaust, is
also produced with cigarette
smoking.
It has been suggested by some
researchers that cigarette companies list the carbon monoxide
yield in addition to tar and nicotine
content, as this factor also varies

\

from brand to brand.
3)c.Tranquilizers.AII three of the
substances nc:med cause damage
to the stomach lining, but aspirin is
generally agreed by researchers to
cause damage faster with
prolonged use. Alcohol is second,
tranquilizers third.
4) b. Psychedelic agents. All
opiates and most sedatives, even
the mild ones, have demonstrated
at least some capacity for causing
addiction and withdrawal. Many
people in the drug abuse field still
maintain barbiturate addictibn can
be much more severe, and is more
deadly during withdrawal , than
heroin and other opiates .
Psychedelics, of course, have no
potential for either addiction or
withdrawal.
5) c. Alcohol. For more than 100
years, alcohol-related birth defects
have been known to medical
science. Complicating the defect
even further , alcohol-addicted
mothers often create addicted
babies, who suffer withdrawal
symptoms soon after birth. Birth
defects related to alcohol far outnumber reported defects from all illicit drugs cqmbined.

Spend Summer in Japan
A six-weeK .. ~ummer in Japan"
The program will include excurpeople-to-people study-tour will be sions, field trips and free time for
offered by Eastern Washington personal exploration, Dr. Triplett
State College June 22 as either a said. Students will be housed at the
history or political science course. Canadian Academy in Kobe, and
Dr. Lynn G. Triplett, assistant classes will be taught in English.
dean of EWSC continuing education,
and assistant professor of history,
March 1 is the deadline for
and Dr. David S. Bell Jr., associate registration. Information is available
professor of political science, will be from the EWSC Office of Continuing
Education.
the instructors.

19) c. Peyote. Buttons from the only m two varieties is it potent
enough to be used as a drug.
Almost without exception, every top of the peyote cactus which
Commercial seed companies
single hit of THC sold on the streets grows in the south central and
coast their seeds with a toxic
is really PCP a tranquilizer used on southwest U.S. and Mexico are used
poison, however, to discourage inanimals because of its bizarre reac- today in many American Indian
gestion.
.
tion on humans.
ceremonies.
26) a. Hashish. The other two
7) b. Amphetamine and
Their widespread use did not
products, ganja and kief, are also
methamphetamine. The most com- come about in many tribes until the
produced from the marijuana plant,
mon cocaine adulterants, according end of the 19th century. But, for a
but are less potent forms.
to analysis, are the synthetic few small tribes, peyote ingestion
27) a. Catnip. All of these
"caine" products, lidocaine, as a religious ritual is an age-old
products are frequently used by ripprocaine, . benzocaine, tetracaine, tradition.
etc.
20) b. 200. Drinkable alcohol off artists as marijuana substitutes.
Although
amphetamine contains about 200 calories per When burning catnip appears to
der.ivatives are sometimes found, ounce. Figure ordinary whiskey as smell the most like real marijuana.
28) b. Gasoline. Flat beer is
they are well in the minority. All of 80 proof, or 40 percent which
dangerous,
non-flat beer can cause
the above are great monetary rip- means 80 calories per ounce.
21) b. Boiling, and injecting the immediate death from the CO2
offs.
bubbles. Pyridoxine is simply the
8) b. Artifical respiration. resin. There have been some
Amphetamine is not the opposite of reported instance Qf this happening real name of vitamin 8-6.
29) c. Certain mushroom
a downer, and vice versa. Giving in the last several years. Details are
families.
Psilocybin is found in many
amphetamine to an OD or near-OD as yet sketchy but se~m to indicate
areas
of
the world, contained in
on barbiturates, for example, can marijuana has an overdose potenmushrooms.
Stropharia Cubensis,
cause even further respiratory tial if injected in sufficient amounts.
depression and lead to death.
Some needle freaks are ap- found in one province of Mexico is
the legendary "magic mushroom."
9) c. Feelings of love and peace. parently so crazy they'll do
Psilocybe family mushrooms can
Paranoia, nervousness and irritabili~ anything. This undoubtedly will
also be found in Florida and
ty are common problems to heavy never become common.
elsewhere
in America. It should also
speed users as well as a wide varie22) c. Methamphetamine. Speed
be
noted
many
people are poisoned
ty of medical problems.
was the drug that helped keep Gerlooking
for
them.
10) c. Beer. In its original form, man soldiers awake and alert and
Reports of frozen, chopped-up
beer had a certain nutritional value. helped Japanese kamikazis stay
"psilocybin"
mushrooms sold in
However, modern technology has excited until the end.
various
parts
of the U.S. have indictated beer today contain many
It also helped hundreds of
evitably
turned
out to be cheap garadditives which may prove out to be thousands of Japanese factory
harmful in the long run, not counting workers work overtime for years to den variety mushrooms coated with
LSD.
the alcohol.
aid the war effort.
~O) b. Tobacco. With all the drugs
Not too many years ago the FDA
In all fairness, we must also add
required beer companies to remove that speed is still prescribed in com- · of potential abuse the two top
an ingredient used in most beers to bat areas by the American military killers in the Western world are still
produce a greater "head" when it and there are many resulting alcohol and tobacco..·
Scoring Guide
was found it could produce weak problems caused by this ready
heart muscles and eventual heart availability.
30 correct: You are a genius.
stoppage.
23) b. LSD. LSD may be Nothing is likely to happen to you,
Another substance used in many homemade in inadequate labs, and pharmacologically speaking.
beers until 1972 was found to may not be all that pharmaceutical
29-25 corre~t: Much better than
cause cancer.
in quality, but it seldom contains average. Brush up a little and you
In opposition, LSD and hashish anything · else . MDA is mis- will be doing well.
have less of a history of being sold represented about 50 per cent of
24-20 correct: Medium well read,
with poisonous adulterants. The the time, on a national average; and knowledgeable but with some gaps.
only difference is the poisons in psilocybin nearly always is mis- Room for improvement.
beer have been legally sanctioned. represented.
19-15 correct: You are pushing
24)'c. Secret military weapon. your luck. Remember, one wrong
As a recent magazine article on the
subject said, "it's the water...and a STP (DOM) was originally tested by move on the street scene and you
lot more."
the U.S. military as a weapon for could be dead! Or if nothing else, at
11) b. Barbituarates. terrorizing the enemy.
least ripped-off in terms of health or
Hallucinogens and amphetamines
The terror and paranoia- money.
have almost no lethal overdose producing properties of STP are still
14-0 correct: At least you are inpotential, while barbiturates have undocumented but many reports of terested in what's happening, even
an extremely heavy potential in this STP bummers make people quite if you don 't know a lot. Keep
area.
cautious of this substance.
studying the world of chemicals. In
12) a. True. Hash oil really is, in
25) b. Lysergic acid amide. Mor- one way or another all of us are
almost every reported case, what it ning glory seeds all contain this sub- greatly affected by chemicals, legal
is sold as, a concentrate of hashish. stance in varying amounts, though or not, all through out lives.
13) c. DMT. The full name is
Dimethyltryptamine. Tryptamine
itself is the basis for the most commonly used psychedelics today.
Amphetamine-related psychedelics,
like MDA and STP (DOM), are
among the exceptions.
14) a. NARCAN. This drug, a narcotic antagonist, is by far the best
emergency treatment for a heroin
overdose. Nalline HCL is a second
place if NARCAN is unavailable.
Milk and salt water infection are
DOWNTOWN CHENEY.
old-time junkie remedies that don't
235-6122
work at all. In addition, milk injection
can lead to other problems and
,1
even death in many cases.
15) c. Barbiturates. All of the
II
substances listed have an overdose
potential when mixed with alcohol.
However, barbiturates are generally
conceded to have the most poten- I
I
tial for easy OD.
16) d. Anemia. Of all the known
I
side effects of using cocaine in
various ways anemia is not one of
them. Answers a. and c. are from
I
snorting, b. is from shootinR.
'.
17) b. Dysentery. Hepatitis and
subacute bacterial endocarditis are
but two of a whole array of possible
diseases related to needles.
!
18) a. An amphetamine-related
'
psychedelic. MDA was first dis·
Olympja Brewing Company, Olympia , Washing ton 'OLY' ®
covered in 1933, at the same time
All Olympia empties are recyc lable
as amphetamine. Its use as an
hallucinogen was virtually unknown
.
II
until the mid-60's.
-· -- 6) b. An animal tranquilizer.

TV & Stereo Rentals
• 7.50 per. no monil:h & up
Color and Black/White

,.;.,"

TOWN & COUNJRYTV

Your prof just
assigned the $24.95
textbook he wrote.

l.UCILE STEVENS contributes the English Department's daily allotment to
Eastern's paper recycling program. Lee Graese, program coordinator, asks
for four types of paper: data process card stock; bond paper and tabulating
runs; newsprint; and cardboard. The paper products are collected from each
building on campus and taken to a central location .where the paper is
turned over to Spokane Paper Recycling Products Inc. Eastern receives
around $40 per ton. (PHOTO: Rich Roddy)
<
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Bookstore Battle Beginning
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By Pa.ul War~er
Associate Editor
"The .State. Governmen~ competes with private enterprise ~nd
then ~nds. up the year losing
money sa.1d Senator ~am Guess,
conservati.~e . R~pubhcan, fr~m
Spoka~e. ~his. is ~hy I '!1 m·
t.ro~ucin1 le11slat1on this session to
hm1~ college bookstores to t~e sale
of item~ ,!hat deal only with t~e
academic.
S
Unfortunately, Senator am
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THE NEWSSTAND IS STILL THERE
Serving Cheney's Convenience Store Needs for 20 Years.
At Lowest Possible Prices. 8 a.m.-10 p.m. daily (6p.m.-Sat.)
235-4701
420 1st.

COLlEGE PARK APTSm
235-6155

~

Aparrtment for Rent
1 Bedroom
(F urnishecfl/ UnfurlMI oslhed)

•The Loirnger You Stay- The
Cheaper Tlhe Rent.
•Walking !Distance To CoUege

24-19l'5 VEGA'S & NOVA'S

First, note the time the train is
stopped at the crossing and then
swear out a complaint against the
crews. (It's a good idea to get the
names and addresses of the other
people who are waiting to get

Receive an Additional $200 CASH
Rebate From Chevrolet Motor
Division
EXAMPLE:
II
II

1975 VEGA NOTCHBACK COUPE
Suggested Retail
$3212.75
Low Overhead Discount
250.52
Cash Rebate
200.00
Your Net Cost
2762.23
1975 NOVA 2 DR.
Suggested Retail
3772.15
Low Overhead Discount
346.13
Cash Rebate
200.00
Your Net Cost
$3226.02
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II

II

II
II
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Those who have ever spent a half
hour on the Cheney Spangle
highway while the crews of the
Burlington Northern eat their lunch
or plump their feather beds, will
probably be interested in Cheney
City Ordinance #1136030.

•Good Atmosphere

TfiEN

• Similar Savings on
Our Entire
Inventory of 1975 .Vega's &
Nova's
BUliHURRY
Cash Rebate Offer Expires Feb. 28, '75.

tELAND-BEATYi CHEVROlET
235-6231
YOUR LOW, LOW OVERHEAD
CHEVROLET DEALER IN DOWNTOWN CHENEY

bookstore was used in the construetion of their Student Union Building.
David Cooper, WSU's manager, said
that more dividends will be issued
as needed.
Last year, the University of
Washington bookstore returned in
excess of $110,000 to students at
a rate based on their purchases.
In addition to the return of
profits, most bookstores also discount their merchandise at the
point of purchase.
So what the grumbling boils
down to is that the bookstores,
which are really student co-ops, are
depriving local merchants of a given
volume of business.

That they are!
It's a fact of bookstore life that
the items sold in bookstores,
available downtown, mean the
difference between profit and loss.
Tom Hruska, manager of the
Central bookstore estimated his
operation would have lost $40,000
if they were limited to the purely
academic merchandise.
You can look for the legislators
from .the Real World to d.e~ate t~e
merits of mercantll1sm 1n
Acade mia. Unfortunately, they are
as far rem oved from us as
Academia is removed from the Real
World.

Senato, Sam Flashes Again
State Senator Sam Guess in
another brilliant flash of mental and
moral midgetry plans this session to
introduce a bill to allow discrimination in the area of rental housing.
"I know of two people in Spokane
with a total of 18 units who have
locked their doors because they
refused to rent to homosexuals.

How to Arrest a Railroad Train

The ordinance, according to
Cheney Police Chief Jerry Gardner,
allows the trains to stop for only
five minutes before the crew is subject to an impeding traffic citation.
There are two options in getting
the BN busted.

Buy Now at Our Low Overhead
Clearance Prices
1,

didn't do his homework before he
made that statement.
A pool of the five state colleges
indicate none of them lost money in
197 4 and the profits of the
bookstore operations are returned
to the students.
Eastern, Central and Western
Washington State College ' s
bookstores are associated with the
schools. The bookstores at WSU
and the U of W are separate corporations. But they all have one
thing in common. They all return
part of their profit to the benefit of
the students and their respective
schools.
Eastern, for example, last year
gave $540 to the Associated
Students and $1,779 to the general
fund.
Central contributed $900 to their
Student Union.
Western's bookstore profits were
responsible for $15,000 in
scholarships.
The separate corporations at
WSU and the U of W are owned by
the students.
The dividend from the WSU

across) or secondly, call a cop and
let him time it.
Chief Gardner said the ordinance
will be strictly enforced but they
have to know when such violations
occur in order to issue a citation.

These are people who depend on
thei r rentals for retirement in·
come," Guess said.
The tragic thing is he has made a
sta tem ent on the economy ,
protected the vote from the retirees
and castigated the homosexual, in
one quick sentence.
His reasoning behind attacking
homosexuals is they bring down
property values.
He fails to mention renta l
housing in Spokane is currently at a
10 per cent vacancy rate, the
highest vacancy rate in twenty
years.
The state law, instituted last year
to prevent discrimination in rental
housing will come under attac~
again and it seems as though opponents of the anti-discrimination
law will grasp at any twig to defeat
it.

Ferris H.S. Enters 1984 Early
1984 is only nine years away.
But the Spokane School District
via Ferris High School is already
helping Orwell's prediction along
through the advocacy of "nonwords. "
On Dec. 17, 35 to 40 copies of
Webster's Eighth College Edition
were purloined by administrators
because they contained words
some considered obscene and

vulgar.
Orwell, as you remember ,
eliminated words, books and even
people from the society by having
administrators officially claim they
did not exist.
But have fa ith, the books were
returned the next day which may be
a commentary on our society.
Words that are dirty one day may
not be the next.

Non-deleted Explitives Endure
The "dirty word " has been
around a long time according to Rex
Hollowell who spoke on the topic of
dirty words in Showalter Auditorium
Monday.
This is not to say society has
accepted the use of dirty words,
however.

Hollowell said he was prompted
to develop the lecture he gave Monday because authorities at Ferris
High School removed some dictionaries which contained some
"dirty words" from that school.
Hollowell pointed out that dirty
words have been around· at least

Students to Montreal
More than 70 students from
Eastern and, three other Northwest
schools will travel to Montreal,
Quebec to "broaden and enhance
their educational experience and to
obtain a deeper understanding of a
foreign culture during . the spring
quarter" according to Joseph W.
Chatburn, dean of continuing education.
The trip will be made under the
auspices of the Northwest Council
of Colleges and will include
students from Western Washington
State College, Central Washington
State College and Lynnfield College
in Lynnfield, Ore., Chatburn said.
The students will live in dormatories and carry 3 regular load of
classroom work supplemented by
field trips to culture centers and
museums in the surrounding area,
Chatburn noted.
The cost for the quarter including
tuition, room and board, transportation and miscellaneous expenses is
expected to average approximately

$850, he said.
Chatburn, in collaboration with
Dr. Cornelius J. Groenen, associate
professor of French at EWSC initiated the Montreal trip last year by
taking 14 students to the Canadian
city.
Anyone is eligible to go, however,
the program is aimed mainly at the
French student and classes will be
taught in English and/or French.
Dr. Robert B. Olafson, professor
of English at EWSC, who will conduct courses in Canadian literature
and humanities and Dr. Bill Bryant,
professor of French at WWSC will
participate in the program.
"Being a foreigner for the first
time comes as a shock to many
students," said Dr. Chatburn. He
went on to explain that, like the
Mexico Program, this trip will utilize
resources not found on campus anci
expose students to another culture
and way of life different from their
own.

since 1530 when a monk writing a
dictionary for the translation of
French to English and vice versa, included the word 'jape,' which means
'fuck' in English.
Since then and probably before
moral-minded men have tried to
suppress these kinds of words, but
they seem to be with us stronger
than ever.
Hollowell cited examples in this
country of men trying to legislate
the morality of other men concerning language and sex. He then
cited the current state of politics in
this country as a prime example for
the frulure of such legislation.

• 'J.
~·.w-.
~

~~ .
,.!u;:
frni~a.,...
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One of the main poin t s or
Hollowell' s lecture seemed to be
that dirty words can't hurt one unless one lets them, and modern
language may be a sign of the state
of the culture.
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Nostalgia Films Review

.

'Monkey Business' Fun
By Paul Warner

Tuesday, I had the opportunity
Associate Editor
(by the grace of my edit~r and t~e
Fads receive a lot of attention. associated students) to view one m
Sociologists, Walter Cronkite an~ the series of Nostalgic Films being
the John Birch Society muse at their oresented in the .PUB.
value and their effect on culture as · The main feature, a 1931 Marx
a whole.
Brothers comedy, was made wh~n
Most die and are replaced by mov1edom was the mam entertainother fads which in turn are ment for an economicly depressed
replaced by others who's lot, like middle class.
their predecessors, is destined to~
"Monkey Business" is nothing ~
remembered only in a paragraph m more than a series of gags strung
the Encycopedia Brittanica.
together with a loosely constructed
One fad that I hope never dies is plot, a trademark of all early Marx
the one that deals with nostalgia Brothers flicks. But in spite of the
and the cinema.

Survival Camping
TIM BUCK, LEFT, AND LESLIE SAFFEL, reherse for the College Theater's
production of "Feiffer's People" to be presented tonight at 7:30; tomorrow
at 7:30 p.m.; Saturday at 7:30 p.m.; and Feb. 6, 7 and 8 at 7:30 p.m.
(PHOTO: Ri~h Roddy)

Enrollm,ent

Record Set
Lastern Washington State
College has set a winter quarter
enrollment record that may well
exceed the all-time enrollment of 6,801 set in the fall of 1971.
Dr. Emerson Shuck, EWSC president will report the figures to the
college Board of Trustees at its
monthly meeting at the college
tonight.
.
Winter quarter enrollment, still
not official, has reached 6,748. The
previous winter quarter record, set
in 1973, was 6,465. The present
count is 283 above the previous
record.
The count is only 53 short of the
6,801 record. Official enrollment is
counted after the 10th class day of
each .quarter.
It is only the second time in the
85-year history of EWSC that winter
quarter enrollment topped the fall
quarter number. Last fa ll, 6,390
students were enrolled. Present
enrollment is 358 more.
Delbert L. Liljegren, registrar,
who furnished t he figures, said a
number of factors may be the cause
for the increase. These include the
end of Expo 74 employment, risi ng
unemployment and the increase in
veterans' educational benefits.
Increases in enrollment have
risen in such areas as the recently
approved master of social work
degree program; graduate degree
program s in business; health
sc ience s, in cludin g medical
technology, dental hygiene, speech

pathology, pre-medical and predental programs; recreation and
parks administration prog ram;
vocational home economics; drama;
geology and commu nicat ion
studies.

While the majority of the Inland
Empire citizens are doing their best
to keep warm and bundled, a group
of Eastern students eagerly drove
to the coldest spot they could find,
and spent three days in the winter
wonderland.
The students - Nora Rennick,
Camille Buckley, and Karen Pruitt,
all members of the Therapeutic
Recreation Society, accompanied
ten disadvantaged people from the
Antonian School and Lakeland to
Lake Conconnula for a weekend of
winter survival.
Braving temperatu res which
reached 15 degrees below zero, the
group left Jan. 10 for the site in
Okanagon County. The activities in-

As Teachers

Students Start Jobs

Thirty-nine ad vanced Eastern
Washington State College education students have begun student
teaching assignments in Spokane
schools.
Dr. Phillip R. George, director of
EWSC student teaching, said the
students assigned to Spokane
schools ·are among 106 student
teaching in 15 school districts
throughout the state.
Spokane schools and EWSC
students assigned to them include:
Ferris High School - Carol C.
Campbell, James S. Ferate, Megan
C. Heimbigner, Robert L. Pierce and
Jan J. Sneva.
Lewis and Clark - Charles R.
Gorman, Geraldine Patterson, Loyd
D. Phillips and Amy K. Walker.
North Central - Frederick A
Bishop, Richard D. Bula, Al J.
Bushnell, 8. Jill Dyck, Gerald A Hibbard and Anne S. Uyehara.
Rogers - Claudia G. Berman,
Raymond M. Ledesma and David J.
Lewis.

Shadle Pa rk - Pamela J.
Keithley, Harry M. Moore, Janet L.
McWilliams and Ernest E. Shreve.
Garry Junior High School Terry F. Clement and Harold T.
Davis.
Glover - Lawrence V. Bohen
and Mary D. Fell.
Salk - Steve C. Ellis.
Franklin Elementary School
Gary R. Serven, Paula G. Kidney
and Bonita L. Stone.
Holmes - Lila D. Bryson and
Robert L. Roberts.
Hutton - Brenda D. Moore and
Colleen M. Keller.
Lincoln Heights - Allan G. Myer.
Madison - Catherine M. Carroll
and Anne J. Handler.
Stevens - Gary L. Kampster.
Whitman - Jack W. Cady.
Five other EWSC students are
working as speech pathology interns in the Spokane School District.
They are Lynette D. Hayes, John R.
Johnson, Denise L. Savoy, Mary 8.
Shafer and Sharlene M. Uhlenkott.

Action Program Gets$$$
Eastern 's University Year for Action, a federally funded volunteer
program, has been awarded $146,843 to continue operation through
Dec. 31, 1975.
The money will be used to help
fu nd nearly 70 student volunteers,
who are paid a food and lodging
allowance of $200 per month.
University Year for Action, which
began on Eastern's campus in th~
fall of 1971, is part of the ant1p overt y program. Student
volunteers work full time for one
year for college credits in various
social service agencies.
Nancy Prosser, secretary of the
program, said, "We have people
working in schools in low income
communities as tutors or teacher's
aides. This is to help alleviate some

of the causes of poverty."
She said volunteers work with
agencies such as the Spokane Park
Department Youth Centers, Head
Start, The Big Brothers of Spokane
County and various school districts.
One of the most important accomplishments, according to Ms.
Prosser, was the publication of the
Spokane Resource Handbook, a
directory of the social service agen-·
cies in Spokane and their functions.
..Th e hand book s was well
received," Prosser said. "We hope
to be able to re-publish it, but we
don't know as yet." Approximately
2500 copies were distributed free
of charge to low income communities.
Students who apply for positions
as volunt eers are carefu lly
screened. Most applicants are

sophomores or juniors with either
volunteer or work experience. They
are placed, as closely as possible, in
areas they feel they would like to
pursue.
The program offers three
different course blocks. These are
education, for students interested
in teaching; community action, for
students in social work areas; and
mental health, for students interested in working with those who
are emotionally disturbed .
Prosser said she felt the program
has been very successful at
Eastern. She said, " It gives kids a
chance to find out if they are going
in the right direction, plus they are
able to reach the low income community."

lack of story line, it did bring out an
important point.
.
.
A society becoming firmly entrenched in a worldwide depression
is not anxious to get involved in a
complex well designed plot but
rather ~ould lose itself in the
sometimes brilliant, sometimes dull
antics of three mediocre comedians
and one genius.
While Zeppo was getting the gi~I,
Harpo was shaking a man by his
heels because he claimed to have a
frog in his throat.
While Groucho was giving one
liners like: "You're a woman who
has gotten dirty breaks-Well, we
can clean your brakes but you'll
have to stay in the garage all night,"
Harpos was performing in a Punch
and Judy slapst ick bit that was the
highlight of the entire film.
While Chico performed his
fingering tricks on the keyboard of
the piano, playing as well as any
third year student, Harpo played the
harp with expertise.
Harpo's genius is that he is unfettered by current slang and period
humor. As the only silent member of
the quartet, (that soon became a
trio) Harpo- uses pantomime,
slapstick, facial expressions and his
horn to present comedy that will be
identifia ble a hundred years from
now.
There are nine films left in the
series. If you have the time, (and if
you don't, I suggest that you make
time) you should see these films. It
only costs two bits and a couple of
hours.

eluded teaching winter survival;
building snow shelters; and innertubing.
The group stayed in a lodge
donated for use by the Forest Service. The Eastern students cooked
the meals, but all clean-up was done
by the participants. In addition to
the snow classes, a talent show was
held.
According to Karen Pruitt, Presi•
dent of T.R. Society, the campout
was a total success. "This was a
survival type situation most of the
kids had never encountered before
they just had a really good
experience," she commented.
This type of activity is not new to
Therapeutic Rec. A similar campout
was held in the fall ; and more are
planned for this spring and the
·~
future.
T.R. is also busy in other projects
such as building playgrounds at the
Anton ia n school using such
materials as tires, railroad ties, and ,,
telephone poles.
II
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Nutrition and Athletics
Confer,nce Saturday
EWSC and the Washington Dairy
Council will sponsor a conference
on nutrition and athletics Saturday
in Patterson Hall Auditorium.
Co-chairperson Jack Benson said
this will be the first of a series of
annual conferences to be sponsored
by Eastern in the field of sports.
"We have some nation~lly
recognized experts in the field of
nutrition and athletics, and we will
be drawing people from around the
Inland Empire to attend," Benson
said.
Registration fees will be $24 for
one credit and $12 for noncredit.
Registration will be in Patterson
Hall from 8:15-9 a.m. Saturday. The
fee includes the conference and
luncheon.
Diverse Program
Six topics will be discussed
through the day-long seminar which
opens at 9 a.m. and closes at 3:45
p.m.
C. Frank Consolazio, chief
Bioenergetics Division, Department
of Nutrition, Letterman Army
Institute of Research, will open the
seminar with Protein Intake-Mineral
& Vitamin Supplementation and
Their Relationships to Heavy
Physical Training and Activity.

--

Phillip Golnick, a research
physiologist from WSU, will speak
concerning Carbohydrates and Exercise. Marilyn Peterson, a nutritionist
from the Sports Medicine Clinic in
Seattle, will cover the Practical
Aspect of Weight Gain.
The topic of Sports and Women
will be given by Vicky Foltz, a long
distance runner from Seattle Pacific
College.
Golnick will talk on the Specificity
of Training, and Consolazio on
Water and Performance During
Periods of Heavy Physical Activity
with Profuse Sweating to close the
conference.
Benson and co-chairperson
Susan Foisie will then conduct a
panel discussion and question and
answer period.

.
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Coach Pete Hagelin was well
pleased with early season performances of Eastern's varsity swim
team that dropped a meet against
Central Washington 75 -45 on
Friday, then came back on,Saturday
to clip High line 57-53.
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EAGLE'S TONY BURNES eyes wrestling foe at the beginning of their 190
pound match. the Eagles defeated Puget Sound 33-15 in a round robin tournament at the Field House. (PHOTO: Jim Waggoner)
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Stall Fails

·Eagles :Blow.Victory
By Scott Schell
Sports Editor
·With three mint:Jtes left on the
clock and ahead by six points
against Oregon Tech last Saturday
night, it looked like coach Jerry
Krause and the Eagles were coming
home with two strpight victories on
the Oregon road.
Eastern had a comfortab le
margin going into the final minutes
against OIT when Krause decided to
go into their delay game to wrap up
their second win in two nights. They

ha9 defeated Southern Oregon the
night· ljefore 88-71.
"W~ figured we'd finish ou t the
evening shooting free throws," said
Krause in reference to the delay
tactics employed. "f.hat's what we
did but we didn't,.,make any of the
free throws."
The Eagles went to the free
throw line four times in the last
three minutes with the possibility of
m'aking eight free points. They
didn't make any.
As a result OIT came from four

r.oach Pleased

--
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SAM MARTINEZ shows classic form as he releases a long shot over
Whitworth defense. Martinez connected on all four of his attempts in this
junior varsity game. (PHOTO: Jim Waggoner)

Wrestlers Drop Meet to Central
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By Jim Waggoner
Sports Writer
Eastern ' s wrestl ing team
dropped a conference meet to
powerful Central last weekend , 309, but the final score was deceiving
as the Eagles dropped several close
matches.
The Eagles' Kirk Delong at 118
pounds, won the opening match in a
10-3 decision. After a Central pin at
126, Eagle Rick Colwell gave Bob
Pierce all he could handle before
losing, 8-6. Central's Art Green, at
142 pounds, won a 4-1 decision
over Gary Stidman in a battle that
was decided in the last few
seconds.
Tony Byrne, at 150 pounds,
dropped his unbeaten status by
losing 10-3 to Central 's Greg
Gowens. Once again this was a
match much closer than the fina l
score indicated as Gowens scored a
seven point series in a matter of
seconds in an otherwise tight
match.
At 158 pounds, John Pederson
defeated the Eagles' Ga ry Duncan
9 -2 and Dan Old er , at 157 ,
decisioned Eagles' Jerry Thew 10-6.
Undefeated Lanny .Davidson ran
his season mark to 10-0, pinning
Stu Hayes at 1:54 in the third
round. Davidson is the defending
EVCO champ at 177 pounds.
Coach Comments
Coach Curt Byrnes said he was
encouraged by the closeness of
many of the matches against the
defending NAIA national champions.
"It was a good meet, our guys
are young and hopefully we'll be
tougher at the end of the year," said
Byrnes.
The Eag les defeated Puget
Sound 33-15, Saturday at the Field
House in a round robin tournament
with Whitworth, Montana State, and

Paci fic.
Pacific won the tourney as they
captured three matches in succession. pacific beat Whitworth 41 -5;
MSU 16- 13; and Eastern 27-15. In
other action the Eagles fell to Mon·
tana State, 27- 14.
David son had a field day, recording three-straight pins at 177, and
is currently 13-0 this season. David·
son pinned UPS's Tom Sterbick
starting off the afternoon then
pinned Vince Porter of Pacific in the
third round, and closed out the day
with a quick pin of Mon tana Sta te's
Jim Scott at 45 second of rou nd
one.
Ki rk Delong compiled two vie·
tories and a draw and Thew had a
20-2 win, a second-round pin and
finished with a 11-2 decision over
Montana State's Rich Stucker.
The Eagles travel to Oregon for a
th ree -day trip fea t uring the
Portland State Invitationa l this
weekend. They will host Eastern
Oregon later this month.

points behind and nipped the Eagles
68-67. Tech's Herb McEachin sank
an·eight-footer and was fouled with
12. seconds to: put the Owls ahead
67-65. He wrapped up the game for
th~ Owls. by r.ryaking the free throw
godd the score 68-65,, Eastern 's
Ron·Cox scored the final bucket to
finish the ga me 68-67, the Owls. 1
OI T is now 14· 1 overall for the
season, 4-1 in league play. Easterrl
is 11-4 overall and 4-1 in league,
Central leads the conference with q
4-0 record.
Eagles Breeze Past Southern
Oregon
Eastern lead by as much as thirty
points in their 88-71 win over sod
Friday.
Krause had prepared the Eagles
not to look past Friday night's game1
No one winked an eye in the rout.
Cox paced the Eagles with 11
pts. and 15 rebounds. He held All,
EVCO cen ter Mike Joenestch to 12
pts. John Alaniva had one of his
best games, hitting 8 of 11 from the
floor for 16 pts. Cox, Alan iva and
the other sta rters played little more
than a half before the bench came
on to finish the scoring.
K(ause sa id that the Eagles
played well on the road despite the
last few minutes aga inst Tech. "I'm
happy with the way we played," he
said.
Cox was selected as Eastern's
player of the week by the coaching
staff. He shot 18 of 25 for the
weekend and had 29 rebounds. He
scored 23 pts. aga inst the Owls on
Saturday.
Eastern-Central Showdown
The Eagles face their second
nationally ranked team this Saturday when the Cen tral Washington
Wi ldcats i nva de Me morial
Fieldhouse.
Central leads the conference and
is ranked 12th nationa lly. The
Eagles lost by one point to 10th
ranked Oregon Tech Saturday.
The game with Central wi ll deter,rnine first place in the conference. It
is important in NAIA district playoff
consideration. Eastern and Central
both have two district losses and
neither can afford another loss.
Central tied with Eastern and
Oregon. Tech last year for the EVCO
championship. Central, with an identical ieague record, was chosen over
the Eagles to represe nt NAIA
District I in a controversial decision.
"Central has big and strong personnel th is year," said Krause. " It is
the tallest team they have had in
many years."
Krause said that the game
should be very physical. "They'll try
to use their phsyical size and play at
a low tempo," he said.
Steve Page, Ed Delamare and
Dave Kalinowski will bring the ball
down co urt for the Wildcats.
Kalinowski is an ex-Eastern player.

J.V. B-Ballers Split Pair
The JV's split a pair of recent outings, beating North Idaho College
(NIC) 75-74 on the road then falling
to Whitworth 80-72 Monday at the
Field House.
Terry Pepple's jumper at the
bu zz er gave the Eagles th eir
triumph over t raditionally strong
NIC. Pepple finished with 26 points,
Sam Martinez added 13 and Matt
Westman 10. The JV's won it at the
free throw line, connecting on 19 of
23 attempts.
The junior varsi ty fell behind early against Whitworth and were down
38 -26 at th e halftime break.
Despite a couple of comeback ef-

forts late in the going the Eagles
could only manage to pull within six
points.
The Whits' smooth-moving Rqy
Harding captured scoring honors
with 25 and picked up 11 reboundp.
Once again Pepple headed the
Eagle attack scoring 20 and dealing
off five assists. Ma rti nez fed f~r
seven assists, collected sev~n
rebounds and hit all four ot his
shots from the field.
Coach Dan Hays' troops w II
entertain the Central JV' s in tHe
preliminary game Saturday at tDe
Field House. rip-off time is 5:1[5
p.m.
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Women Swimmers Take Five Firsts

workouts, the incentive to workout
" It really wasn 't fair for the level.
rules of the Associ ation of Inter"Physiologically,
women
can't
harder is greater among the guys
collegiate
Athletics
for
Wome
n
women
last
year,"
said
Beth.
"Some
Sports Editor
compete
against
men
equally
at
and girls due to the presence of
Eastern Washington women 's (AIAW ) of which Eastern is a schools didn't like competing
each
other.
higher
levels
of
competitive
swimsw,m team recently took five first member. This year the women have . against a coed team at the varsity
Beth said that the disadvantage
I es against Eve rgree n con- their own team and as a result, the level and some male swimmers ming," Beth said. "Women have
of
a new women's swim program
more
physical
stamina
and
envarsity
is
regarded
as
the
men's
refused
to
race
against
women
who
fere nce powerhouse Central
that
puts the girls behind other opdurance
but
they
are
less
strong,
were on the team."
Washington. According to coach team.
ponents
is the time it takes to
Last year the women swam
Some of the female swimmers their muscle structure is different.
Beth Banger it was a pretty good
develop good swimmers. "It takes
hawing.
together with the men as a coed un- are good enough to swim on this Therefore the men are faster.''
many
yec1rs to become a good
year's
varsity
team
but
prefer
to
It ,s available for a woman to it. Eastern was one of the few
Women's Program Developed
swimmer,"
Beth said. " It is not like
w1111 on the varsity team although teams last year that had a coed swim on the women's team. One of
Beth worked with varsity coach
sh ~ ,s ineligible to swim on the team and opponents' react,ions these swimmers is Sue Hodgson, Pet e Hagelin and Dr. Peggy track or other sports where you can
women's team according to the weren 't always favorable, Beth said. who lettered last year at the varsity Gazette, Director of Intercollegiate get in shape more quickly. Even with
two or three hour practices a day, it
Athletics for Women, in organizing takes years for a swimmer to
this yea r's women 's team.
develop body conditioning, proper
As a student and a former breathing techniques, proper eating
' Eastern swimmer, Beth volunteers habits and mental conditioning."
her time to coach the women and
Swimming Not That Big Here
assists Dr. Hagelin with the men's
program.
Swimming is not that big of a
Beth has coached swimming for sport in the Inland Empire due to a
six years and is currently studying number of reasons, Beth said.
theraputic recreaction, specializing Especially the weather. She said the
in aquatic recreation. In her spare Inland Empi re was sheltered to big
time she coaches the Spokane time swimming. "Girls from the
Cyclone Swim Tearn, made up of coast are usually real goo d
wheelchair athletes.
swimmers," Beth said in reference
Beth first came to Eastern from to competition against Highline
Clarkston High School as an un- College in Seat tl e over th e
defeated swimmer. Herself and four weekend. "They have big swim
other women swimmers came to teams from which to choose their
Eastern as a relay team in hopes of teams."
making the nationals. They had
Spokane is developing a bigger
heard that Eastern's swim program swim program with the developwas excellent.
ment of the Spokane Swim Team. A
Due to controversial financial swimmer in the Spokane area can
conflicts in the athletic department particip·ate on the team until he or
in her sophomore year, the women's she is 18, t hen they are eligible to
team was terminated.
receive a scholarship if they are
This year marks the first year good enough. Some of the better
since then that the women have had swimmers from Spokane have gone
their own program. One of Beth's on to the University of Oregon and
concerns is what is to become of Washington, Beth said.
the women's swim program when
New Facilities
afternoon came mid-way into the shifting 2-1-2 zones throughout the she graduates in the spring. There
By Jim Waggoner
Will
Broaden Program
Sports Writer
second half on Sharon McCormick's game and forced much of the ha~ been talk of hiring a full-time
Eastern's women's basketball jumper from the top of the key, sc0ring from the perimeter.
New Phase IV aquatic facilities
aquatics person. But if one isn't,
team staged two furious second shooting the visitors lead to 39-29.
The Eagles jumped out in front and a volunteer coach doesn't offer to be constructed in the next few
half rallies but finished on the short The Eagles refused to call it quits as early in the contest, 10-4, but the her time to the team, the girl's swim years will help to increase an
end of their ·conference opener as they methodically ripped off 10 un- visitors fought back mainly on long team, will be without a coach.
awareness of the program at
Central Washington escaped with a answered points in a four-minute range jumpers. The lead changed
Eastern and will provide more specCoed Practices Unique
45-43 victory Saturday at Phase II. span starting with Sunshine Rogers' hands seven times in the first half
tator interest also. Underwater winTrailing 45-39 late in the game, 10-fqot jumper from the leftside and Central held the upperhand, 23Coed swimming practice is un- dows will enable spectators to view
Sylvia Lidell connected on a 15-foot pulling the Eagles within eight.
22, at intermission.
ique among the other sports at the swimmer inside the pool, Beth
jumper and hit a lay-in off a fastCentral had the endge in reboun- Eastern. Everyone on both teams said.
After a time-out Lou Ratcliffe
break to pull Eastern within two scored a f astbreak lay-up and Rotier ding which proved to be the does the same 6 major workouts
Both swi m teams will ·host
points.
sank a 10-foot jumper to bring the , difference in the game. Lidell, a regardless of sex.
Pacific University and Whitworth,
With 12 seconds to go Central Eagles within range at 39-35. Deb- junior, hit 7 of 11 from the floor and
After· the team workout, the Friday night at 7 p.m. in Cheney.
called a time-out in a jumpball situa- bie Lewis got into the act with a captured scoring honors with 15. team splits into groups to finish They will host Willamette and Cention. Eastern controlled the tip and five-foot basket and the rattled Ratcliffe added nine to the attack their minor workout program. The tral at 1:30 p.m. on Saturday. An adLidell was fouled coming off a fast- Central cagers lost the ball via a tur- including a perfect 3 of 3 from the sprint swimmers, the distance dition to the scnedule has been
break.
nover in backcourt. Ratcliffe closed line. The Eagles hit 19 of 59 shots swimmers and the divers do a added. The University of Calgary
The free throws failed to drop but out the Eagles rally and evened the and Central 19 out of 65. The different workout according to their will compete in Cheney Feb. 1, at
Heidi Rotier dashed in front of an score, ·39-39, on a 16-footer from visitors made seven free throws and event. Beth said that in the coed 3:30 p.m.
opponent to intercept a Central the left corner.
Eastern managed to hit only five
pass and cast a long jumper at the
Central scored the next six points from the line.
Also Serving Burgers,
Inside Seating
buzzer that missed the mark.
Eastern's women cagers will host
setting the stage for the Eagles last
Fries & Shakes
The Eagles largest deficit of the minute flurry. Both teams employed Idaho Friday at 4 p.m.

by Scott Schell

i

Last Minute Rallies Fail

Women B-ballers lose to Central

Rifle T:eam
To Shoot
·In Sectionals

·'·

I

...

•A~~

'. . A i-1 :~

DEBBIE LEWIS attempts a jumpshot over a Central opponent while team·
mates Jennifer Steinert (20) and Luann Heer (54) prepare to move in for
rebound position. £as tern's women, cagers will host Idaho Friday at 4:30.
(PHOTO: Jim Waggoner)

Eastern's ROTC-Rifle Team has
compiled a record of 4- 1 this
season and will be shooting for
national recogni.t i on in the
Collegiate Sectionals Feb. 14-16.
Eastern finished fifth in the
nation's interna·tional competition
last year and is hoping for an even
better showing this time, according
to team advisor, Capt. Al Bailey.
" We should be competitive
nationally," said · Bailey. ."The sectionals make· 01 break ynu;" he said.
Bailey added the '.team has two final
tu neups ·before· the . septionals,
Idaho State ·and University of
Nevada .at Reno.
·
, ..
All-American .wand.a 'Oliver is
having . anoth~r excellent season
and has been nominated as a candidate for Inland Empire Woman
Athlete of the Year.
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Home of the Famous

St9ROMB0Ll~S
Strom&oli & Double Wflammr

$1.15

at
each
1 204 1 st - Cheney

You got a letter
from home and
there was just.
a letter inside.
You owe yourself an Oly.
Olymp111 Orow,ng Company. O lympia . w a:s11 1ngton ' O LY ' 'Jf"
All OIYr:"PI arnp t,e<; aro recyc la ble
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In Gymnastics

·Wom.en Sweep Meet
:Y Jim ~ !ftt
11

R bo d. portbs krifer a cIose
ope e· un mg acd f rom
t E t ,
nmg, season ~ ea
as .ern s
womens gymnastics team won
thre.e. events and defeated t:"0
Pteaacific-8 tpodwer~ aPnhd a ~nadian
m 5a ur ay m ase 11 s gymnasties room
•
.
E 1
age veterans Lmda Chulo~ and
Becky M~stard w~re superbly supported with dazzling pe~ormances
fr~m Pam Brown and Gail ~orvell to
lea~ Ea.stern to 88.12 points ~ver
u.mversity of Oregon-84.13, Umvers1.ty . of Alberta-~2.~9, and
Washington ~tate U~iversity-69:07.
C~~los, still rounding her~~lf into
cond1t1on after a late start, was
~dged by Alberta's Barb Rutherford
m the AII-Arounds 30.41-30.40. ~he
~agle sophomore had. a dazzling
first ~n the floor exercise-8.50, ~e~ond m the uneven .bars-7.8~~third
m vault-7.30, and tied fo~ sixth· on
the. balance beam, despite .a fall
dun~g he~ mount and one m her
routine, with a 6.80.
Norvell Stays On
Freshwoman Norvel had a few
disappointing walks on the balance
beam earlier in the season but put it
all together Saturday as the crowd

c

of 260 saw her lead the Eagles on
the beam with a 7AO for third top
· th e meet · Sh e t·1ms
· hed th·1rd
score m
among the Eagles on the unevens
and sixth in the field of 19 with a
score of 6.85. She also tied for
seventh in the side horse vault with
6 50
· ·
Pam Brown has been one of the
top performers so far this year and
her 8.13 in the vault for first pla~e
plus points from the beam-6.86,
floor-x-7.40, and bars-6.95 pushed
her to a fourth place finish in allarounds with 29.34.
Mustard has been bothered by a
sore ankle through the season but
the determined team captain
scored points for the Eagles in the
vault-6.53, and floor-x-6.60 enroute
to an all-around score of 24.43 and
an eighth place finish.
Another Eagle who has had some
difficulty keeping her routine totally
together is Tris Ellis but th·e
sophomore veteran had an
excellent floor exercise with a 7.35
point performance for ninth place
among 20 women competitors.
Coach Maxine Davis will take her
team to ~eattle this Friday fo~ a
meet against Seattle University,
Seattle Pacific, and the University

Benefit Basketball
For longaneckers
.

A benefit. basketball game for
Carolyn and 'Earnie Longanecker will
be held this Friday night bet~een
the KXL Y announcers and the
veterans of Eastern Washington.
Mike Anderson, a counselor for
the veterans upward bound
program and President of the Vets
co-op, said that many unusual activities are planned at halftime.
Anderson said that he and
KXLY's Chuck Harmond, will be at
the fate of the crowd Friday night in
a Roman gladiator atmosphere. If
the crowd wants it, which will be
thumbs up, Anderson will have his
hair cut by Hair by Jon, a men's hair
stylist from Spokane. Harmon will
cut off his beard if he gets the
thumbs up sign.

WANTED

A k~g of beer will be given away
at halftime. Anderson also reported
that a special appearance will be
made by the Veteran's Kazoo Band.
Usherettes and ticket takers will
be members of the Women's ROTC
Sponsor Corp.
KXLY will come to Memorial
Fieldhouse with a few women
players, members of the KXLY staff.
In retaliation, Anderson is also
looking for women to play on the
vet's team.
All funds will go into the
American Legion Emergency Aid
Fund which will help aid the
Longanecker's as well as future
residents in emergency need, said
Anderson.
"We've worked hard on this,"
said Anerson. "I hope we have a
good crowd. We hope to help out
the Longanecker's and others like
them."

Real Estate Salespeople
· CONGENIAL.
Close-In Office
Call for Particulars

328-0762
Higgins & Henderson
E. 27 Augusta

Earnie and Carolyn Longanecker
suffered· third degree burns when
fire sttuck their home in Cheney
before Christmas. Anderson said
that Carolyn Longanecker is still in
the hospital. Medicial difficulties
have arisen in skin grafting and in
the possible use of her right hand,
Anderson said.

of British Columbia at Seattle U.
The following week the men and
women will team for a coed meet
against the UW there.
EAGLE SCORES: VAULT: Brown8 13 Ch I -7 30 M t d-6 53
1
N°orv~ll-6 ~isLy~ni~ Oo~~i:;e-6.40
Ell ' 6 0'3 '
· '
1s- . , Leana Carollo-5.63.
BEAM: Norvell-7.40, Brown-6.86,
Chulos-6.80, Mustard-5.90, Carol
Ringen-5 .83, Ellis-5.33. BARS:
Chulos-7 80 Brown-6 95 Norvell6.85, Ellis~5.05, M·ustard-4.40,
Oostinee-4 .05, Ringen-2.45 .
FLOOR·X: Chulos-8.50, Mustard7.60, Brown-7 .40, Ellis-7.35 ,
Ringen'6.60, Carollo-6.15. ALL·
AROUND: Chulos-30.40, Brown29 34 M t d-24 43 Elf' -23 76
.
, us ar
. , is . .

Men GJmnastsTake Rest
Eastern's men 's gymnastics
team has this weekend off with no
schedule meet but coach Jack Benson is putting his team through
some tovgh practice sessions
following a less to Washington
State in Pullman.
"We did not lqok as good at WSU
as we did in the OCE meet," Benson
said in reference to the 161.95144.00 loss. The Eagles had beaten
OCE the previous weekend then
traveled to Pullman on Wednesday
to compete against the Cougars.
Veteran Ken Rux finished first on
the parallel bars and took second on
the high bar and second in the all-

·rracksters

around.
Kurt Luhrs was third on thP.
pommel horse, Chris Balkan third on
rings, and Curt Nagashima was
third on the high bar.
The Eagles will be back in action
Jan. 31 against the UW in Seattle.
EAGLE SCORES: FLOOR·X: Curt
Nagashima-7.2, Al Smith 7.2, Dave
Millard 6.95, Ken Rux 6.30, Marty ·
Rask 5.05. POMMEL HORSE: Kurt
Luh1 s 5.3, Smith 4.55, Rux 4.3,

Nagashima 4. 15, Dave Sealy 3.05.
RINGS: Balkan 7.2, Ru x 5. 75,
Nagashima 5.15, Rash 4.45, Smith
3.8. VAULT: Nagashima 8.2, Rux
8.0, Smith 7.8, Kurt Steinheiser
7.35, Rash 6.45. PARALLEL: Rux
7.45, Luhrs 6.55, Rash 5.3, Smith
4.65, Nagashima 4.4. HIGH BAR:
Rux 6.7, Nagashima 4.8, Rask 4.5,
Balkan 4.45, Smith 4.45. ALL
AROUND: Rux 38.5, Nagashima
33.9,· Smith 32.45.

Sports Briefs
The basketball coaching staff selected Ron Cox as player of the week
for his 40 points and 29 rebounds in two games in Southern Oregon over
the weekend.

Perform Well
Eastern trac;:ksters had excellent
early season performances at the
University of Washington last
weekend, according to track coach
Jerry Martin.
The all-comers meet included
college standouts from Washington
and Oregon. Club Northwest, made
up of ex-college athletes, also participated in the meet.
Dan Vache had a best indoor long
jump of his life at 21-5, taking
seventh place. John Goheen, a
freshman from North Kitsap, placed
third in the long jump at 22-1.
Other Eastern standouts included
Ron Soliday's 14-6 pole vault and
Wade Walter's 21-3 long jump.
~reg Mitchell went 6-6 iri ttie high
Jump.
Former EVCO 440 champion
Terry Bailie placed fourth in the 600
yd. run against former WSU and
NCAA 880 standout Art Sandison,
who p1aced first. Second place went
to national 440 junior champion
Keith Tinner of Tacoma.

DANCE II

When is Foosball? Where is Foosball? The intramural department is
reminding students that the deadline for foosball, table tennis, badminton
and a free throw tournament is February 7. Sign up in intramural office or
game room.
Mike Anderson, counselor for the veterans Upward Bound Program, and
President of the Vets Co-op, will cut his hair at half time of the KXL YVeterans basketball game Friday at 7:30. The benefit game is for Earnie
and Carolyn Longanecker: Chuck Harmon, KXLY announced, will shave his
beard.
Wanda Oliver, Eastern's All-American Rifle Champion, has been
nominated Women Athlete of the Year by the Inland Empire Sports Write rs
and Broadcasters. The final announcement is to be made Feb. 5 at the annual swab's banquet.
There will be a meeting of the varsity golf team concerning eleigibility,
and scheduling in the PECB RM 212 at 12:00 Wednesday, Janaury 29.
Correction: In last week's intramural story, it was reported that the
serious basketball teams will make up 14 of the 46 teams in the final 16team double elimination. The 16-team double elimination tournament will
consist of 16 teams, not 46.
Dr. Pat Whitehill announced the entry of psychology student C.D. Byers
in the Regional Raquetball Tournament to be held here February 28-March
2. Byers won the C and B classifications ina tournament in Helena, Montana.
Pool tournament for money winnings will be held beginning next week,
said game room coordinators Mike Glodt and Paul Staeheli. Entries can be
made in the games room. Entry fee is $1. Winners will take 70% of the fees
and second place will take 30%.
Foosball tables in the game room are horrible and should be replaced according to several veteran foosball players. The tables are warped and a
have a roll due to the amount of use in the last year, said the veteran
foosballers.'

TW0(2)
FAC:

FRIDAY NIGH'li
9 AM- lAM
SA liURDA Y NIGHT
lmmediatly following Basketball
Donnybrook
COME DOWN AND CELEBRAfiE!

SHOWALJER'S HAlL

LYNN LOWERY AND KERRY HORN practice their pool game upstairs in the
PUB's game room. Prize money tournaments will begin next week.
(PHOTO: Scott Schell)
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Happy
Hours

2-3:30 friday

(Friday Afternoon Club)

~

ALL MEW!!

: 2-3:30 Saturday

(Saturday Afternoon Club)

TAVERN

$1 .00 Pitche,s
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EASTERNER PROFILE

Editor: Carl Wirsching
HOME: Spokane, Washington
AGE: 25
HOBBIES: Water balloon slinging, sledding, long
discussions late at nigh .

MOST MEMORABLE BOOK: "Autobiography of a
Yogi" by Paramahansa Yogananda
QUOTE: '·All public business mus be conducted
in the open. Closed sessions by any governmen
body are against the public interes ."
LAST ACCOMPLISHMENT: Managed a 2.5 for
Fall Quarter
PROFILE: Accurate, candid, open o new ideas.
He feels the publics' right o know is paramoun .
PAPER: The Easterner

AUTHENTIC: There are more than 1,000 college newspapers bu only one
fine enough to bear the name, The
Easterner. The quality standards we set
have never varied. Into each story goes
the fines journalistic talent.
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